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About This Game

AR-K is a classical point and click adventure with an updated twist.

IMPORTANT:This pack includes episodes 1 and 2 of AR-K

AR-K: Gone With The Sphere

AR-K: The Girl Who Wasn't There

Episode 3 is now available on Steam!
AR-K: The Great Escape

Alicia Van Volish is a former cop and current journalism student who wakes up after a one-night stand with a terrible hangover
and a lot of questions: How much did she drink? Did she really take that guy home with her? What was his name? And what,

exactly, is the Golden Sphere, the mysterious object that seems the source of all Alicia’s woes?
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A good start for a small team, i think this game shows great potential but it needs to be improved so much and this demands
hard work because creating an open-world game comes with its difficulties. The music and the atmosphere in the main menu
makes you want to play and increases your expectations but i hope the team overcomes those difficulties. I would be more than
happy to see a good open-world surviving game made by a Turkish team. I wish the team best of luck, i hope you dont give up.

  One thing that caught my eye is please improve some words and names like in the option menu it says recommend while it can
say recommended, and another thing i came across is the mine machine, you can change it as mining drill. Just sharing my
opinions. I dont get into the bugs and glitches because i know it's an early access game from a new, inexperienced team. I think
there is a great potential in this game and in this team so don't let us down.. In short, Eastshade is a rewardingly unique
experience.

You are a traveling painter tasked with finding and painting some of your late mother's favorite locations. The gameplay
mechanic of framing the composition of paintings was for me a treat. But the beautiful vast open world and colorful cast of
characters were what kept me engaged. There were a variety of side quests to keep busy with, and these were surprisingly
entertaining. More than simple fetch quests some unfolded in unexpected ways, affecting multiple characters or outcomes. The
game was nearly bug-free during my playthrough, with nothing tarnishing the overall polish.

I will caution that this game is best enjoyed only by a certain type of person. If you're only interested in fast-paced, action-based
experiences, you'll likely be bored. If you are open for a slower, meditative, beautiful experience, however, don't hesitate to give
this a try. I found it a refreshing breath of fresh air, and I hope it ignites a new genre.

All in all, Eastshade was relaxed and contemplative. A journey I truly enjoyed every second of.. From this post I only have
played for about an hours worth of this game single player. At first it's a little strange to play takes a little while to get use to the
buttons (Remapped mine now) but as you play the game it sucks you in wanting more which is great.

I really enjoy this game so far and recommend you at least give it a try! :D. It'S too dark in the game, even with a flashlight you
see almost nothing. When the flashlight fall on the gound, you have no chance to find it, and the time you need to looking for
the flashlight is important to choose the weapon. So, pls, make it brighter, so I can see the enemies and the waepons.

The game is good, especially for free. A similar game is the brookshaven experiment, this is more balanced then this, but not for
free to play. I like Fastigium because it has a variation of short distance weapons. (Bat, Samurai Sword, Wrench...)
. I hate ice levels.... Better than Titan Quest. terrible route
needs update with the following:
1: Electrification
2: GWR HST, Class 387, Class 165\/1, 166, 153, 150\/0, 150\/1, 150\/2, 150\/9, 08, 800, 802, 57\/6, Mark 3 Coaches, 158,
Heathrow Connect Class 360 and Heathrow Express Class 332
3: Branch Lines to Heathrow Airport, West Ealing, Windsor & Eton Central, Marlow, Henley-on-Thames and extension to
Cardiff Central, Penzance, Cheltenham Spa & the Reading-Taunton Line. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!

I regret big time buying this game, the driving is like driving an ice cube. The graphics not good at all on maxed specs. Same as
a Java game. Also not as fast as you think and is pure terrible, I regret big time buying this game,. Scar of the Doll isn't perfect
by any means. The lack of multiple endings makes the game feel overly linear - the only other endings in the game are when
your wrong choices lead to your untimely death (and this will probably happen frequently, since sometimes it's not clear why
what you did would cause your death - though the "game over" screen always tells you what you did wrong, which remedies this
a bit). The short length of the game doesn't allow you to get as attached to the characters as you could, and many of the
characters end up a bit wanting in depth. It's strange, and a bit confusing, and occasionally feels the tiniest bit rushed.

But you should play it anyway.

What starts out seeming like a mediocre horror game ends up being something much more interesting, and the ending turned out
to be quite different than I expected. The storyline is full of twists and turns, and kept me frightened, curious, and engaged the
whole way through. Some reviews complain that the art looks dated, but I rather liked it - it's particularly interesting to see art
from a visual novel that imitates real people instead of using anime-style art. And while the game\u2019s rather short \u2013 it
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only took me about three hours to complete, maybe less \u2013 the low price tag of $4 makes it well worth checking out.
Honestly, since it was so linear, I think the VN would have worked better as a movie \u2013 but regardless of how the story is
experienced, I suggest you experience it.

(Oh, and one last thing that was a small personal bother -  what happened to Himeno after the events of the game? After it's
revealed that he's Aso's son and sufficiently distracts him so Asumi can escape into the lab, all we know is that he's apparently
alive and okay. Considering he was one of the only characters who didn't die and showed Asumi kindness, I'd have liked to
know if they ever saw each other again - I would have much preferred an epilogue with information about Himeno's past and
current whereabouts than the largely superfluous epilogue with Shiina. ). Its a pretty good game that could use more
levels\/features, but its very fun and challenging, which I like! Recommended 9\/10
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"Ehhh..." Just about sums up my feelings about this game. It completely lacks options to turn off the scanlines and other effects
you may not want, theres zero controller support.
I feel like with a bit more polish and attention this could have been a much more enjoyable title.
I realize it costs next to nothing but I still wouldnt really reccomend this as it is right now. Give it some options and controller
support and I'll flip.. If you wanted more of a challenge out of the base game then you will absolutely love this DLC, it plays
around with level design in ways that are almost as entertaining as they are frustrating. There are several places where you will
need to be quick, with little to no margin for error. The different level designs are very refreshing and fun to run around in. This
content delivers a new experience to the game rather than just contributing new levels.. Awesome and addictive little game.. The
Arc is just awful. The EXO-48 however is amazing against midlevel enemies! It will wreck massive swarms of any enemy! It's
main disadvantage is it's lack of anti-armor weapons, but with careful planing your fellow Helldivers will have anti-armor
weapons. I don't personally like the armor, but I see a lot of people wear it.. if you dont want to read the review I will link my
video at the end
Grey skies, dark waters A game whose backgrounds are beautifully drawn. Where it feels like your walking through impressive
drawings that are real enough to make you feel that you are in a world but not completely realistic. It is the main strength of this
piece of work but just as a symphony needs all its pieces together to be perfect so does a game and unfortunately not all the
pieces play together to make that perfect symphony.
It is the characters where the first few pieces fall apart. They aren\u2019t drawn like the background they are rendered with
computers with eyes so dead that you would be staring into and abyss rather than eyes. It\u2019s a shame that the characters
stick out like a Picasso between ancient Greek architecture.

The character dialogue is overall well written and makes you feel for the characters in this tale but where is most stories you see
the characters grow over time here you only get to know them. The story is so short that there is no room for growth of change,
they stay at the same place and never change.

Lastly the voice acting, this is a hit and miss, like a drunk violinist it manages to sometimes play beautiful notes but overall it
leaves a bad taste in your mouth for you know they could have done better.

Even though the story and gameplay make it a fun game and does ask for more there are parts in this game that make the
experience less. It\u2019s like a beautiful symphony that gets ruined by a drunk violinist and a conductor that seem lost to what
the symphony is playing.

If you like story based games and can handle a short play this is one for you otherwise if the things I pointed out annoy you too
much then this game is not for you, otherwise take a look and maybe you will be leaving with an orchestra playing swan lake for
you.

my video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=CcKAscEfYxc. If you already own this game then this is everything you could
want more for this game, it adds a complete new chapter to the level list of ESJ and perhaps we get to know where your butt
REALLY is.
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